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Background- Defecography, along with other radiologic modalities, can be used to evaluate rectal abnormalities such as functional disorders of the rectum. It appears that ethnic habits can influence the evacuative function of the rectum. The main goal of this study was to compare Iranian and European habits of bowel evacuation on defecographic measurements.

Methods- Thirty Iranian patients (21 male, 9 female) referred for barium enema were enrolled in the study. The patients were instructed to defecate using two types of toilet: an unraised, ground-level style (common in Iran), and a bowl with attached tank style (common in Western countries). Radiographs were taken of each patient while defecating into both types of toilet, during which the anorectal angle and other defecographic indices were measured.

Results- Use of the Iranian-style toilet yielded a much wider anorectal angle, and a larger distance between the perineum and the horizontal plane of the pelvic floor than the European style. Bowel evacuation was also more complete using the Iranian-style toilet.

Conclusion- Use of the Iranian-style toilet seems to be more a more comfortable and efficient method of bowel evacuation than the European style. Further studies are needed to ascertain the optimal approximation of the measurements to standard height of toilets for ordinary use.
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Introduction

Dischezia and fecal incontinence have always been important for human beings. Several methods have been used during the past 10 years to examine anal sphincter state in the management of fecal incontinence, which include clinical or clinico-physiologic modalities like manometry, electromyography and neuro-muscular studies. The mostly used imaging techniques include: endorectal or endovaginal ultrasonography, computed tomographic scanning (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and plain or dynamic techniques like MR fluoroscopy and other multidisciplinary imaging. Evacuatory proctography is highly reliable and accurate in the diagnosis and management of fecal incontinence, and is a frequently used technique in radiology. Rectography and defecography are alternative terminologies for proctography. The aim of the present study was to compare routine postures taken by persons using the European-style bowl and tank toilet (commode) common in Western countries versus the type common in Iran, in which the user squats during defecation. We also aimed to evaluate the influence of the posture on the value of these measurements.

Materials and Methods

Thirty patients (21 male, 9 female) from 11 to 75 years of age (mean, 45 years), who were referred for barium enema, were enrolled in the study. The patients had neither dyschezia nor other kinds of rectal disorders.

The patients were instructed to defecate in two different positions. The first radiograph was taken
during the course of bowel evacuation by patients using an Iranian-style toilet. At an appropriate time later on in the same day, a radiograph was taken from the same patients using a European-style toilet. The patients reported having normal bowel movements and could evacuate their bowels for the second time. The anorectal angle, distance between perineum and the pelvic floor, and ease and completeness of evacuation in the two different positions were evaluated (Figure).

Results

The anorectal angle was much wider in patients using the Iranian method (average, 132º) than the European one (average, 92º); sometimes, the angle disappeared entirely in the squatting position. The distance between the perineum and the horizontal plane of the pelvic floor was greater in the Iranian-style toilet than the European one (8.4 cm vs 6.6 cm).

Bowel evacuation was complete in all subjects accustomed to the Iranian habit, but they reported incomplete evacuation using the European-style toilet. They also found the ground-level Iranian-style toilet more physically comfortable to use than the raised style. With the Iranian method, puborectalis relaxation occurred easily and straightening of the rectum and anal canal facilitated evacuation. The anorectal angle became wide open and no folding was noticed in the terminal rectum. As the anal canal becomes straight and in direct continuation with the rectum, rectal mucosal prolapse can easily occur. By contrast, while using the European toilet, a remarkable folding was created in the terminal rectum predisposing it to rectocoele formation, and puborectalis relaxation was incomplete.

In our target population, there were no subjects who were accustomed to the European-style toilets, which would limit the generalizations drawn from this study.

Discussion

There have been intensive studies in the assessment of defecatory function biomedically, anatomically and physiologically. Anal tonometry, pelvic floor myography, segmental colonic transit time, electromyography and cineradiography, scintigraphic defecography, defecography and peritoneography, and manometry alone or combined with other modalities such as electromyography are all satisfactory methods; however, imaging has made a major contribution to the study of the act of defecation.

Some modalities including real-time ultrasonography and endoscopic sonography (endo-rectal or endovaginal) have been implemented to study the anal sphincter. Static or dynamic CT scan and MRI have been used by others, but evacuating proctography or defecography seems to have the best advantage among all of the above-mentioned methods. The defecogram has the capability of directly showing the entire effective process. The concomitant use of image recording by videotaping or cinematography will permit repeated study at serial timepoints, and can accurately define the underlying disorder; e.g., what to perform in order to study deglutition. Multifactorial defecatory function has to be studied from the structural point of view. Testing puborectalis or sling muscle coordination, which causes opening of the pelvic outlet, and examining the integrity of the external and internal anal sphincters is necessary in this regard. Neuromuscular function must also be evaluated. Any dysynergia such as levator ani spasm or puborectalis syndrome, a tight anal sphincter due to causes such as anal fissure or perianal fistula may prevent satisfactory bowel emptying. The
choice of imaging modality should be tailored according to the previously mentioned factors. In my opinion, as a radiologist, defecography has the potential of determining the anatomic and functional defects simultaneously and can be considered the technique of choice.

It appears that Iranians are more comfortable using an Iranian-style toilet than a European-style one. One of the most significant limitations of the present study was having to select individuals who were not accustomed to European toilets. When someone is used to using a special type of toilet, suddenly changing his or her habit puts severe psychologic stress on the person and evacuation may not be complete in the new method. In addition, anatomic structures involving the process of bowel evacuation adapt themselves with an individual’s habit over time and somehow change according to the position of defecation. Additional studies are recommended to determine the optimal height of toilets for the most effective perineal evacuation or impaired motility? Distinction based on defecography and colorectal transit studies. AJR Am J Roentgenol. 1996; 166: 63-6.
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